April 23rd, 2020 - while conducting research for his book the iranian metaphysicals explorations in science island and the uncanny he even spent two years among practitioners of the occult and new age religious beliefs in contemporary iran'

'metaphysical explorers charles hirschkind immanent frame important and highly original nile green los angeles review of books winner of the 2018;'

'the iranian metaphysicals explorations in science islam'

May 18th, 2020 - alireza doostdar 's the iranian metaphysicals stands as a rigorous and thoughtful contribution to this scholarship drawing on a rich ethnographic archive doostdar gives us a superbly argued and highly original exploration of iran's metaphysical explorers charles hirschkind immanent frame important and highly original nile green los angeles review of books winner of the 2018;

'the iranian metaphysicals explorations in science islam'

May 22nd, 2020 - the web 's source of information for ancient history definitions articles timelines maps books and illustrations''

'religion in the world institute for the humanities'

June 2nd, 2020 - book discussion of alireza doostdar 's the iranian metaphysicals explorations in science islam and the uncanny part 3 amp conclusion 173 236 an e book is available through the library at this link the author will be present'

'the iranian metaphysicals reading religion'

May 18th, 2020 - the iranian metaphysicals explorations in science islam and the uncanny alireza doostdar princeton nj princeton university press march 2018 312 pages 29 95 paperback it is accessible to readers who have little or no knowledge of iran or shi a islam'

'alireza doostdar the iranian metaphysicals explorations'

June 2nd, 2020 - anthropologist alireza doostdar in his very imaginative and equally well articulated book the iranian metaphysical explorations in science islam and the uncanny sets himself the task of engaging with the ways and conditions in which such repressed primitive beliefs and the uncanny unheimlich experiences they generate might serve as possible gateways for entering into other forms of rationality by doing so doostdar points to the power of the uncanny to challenge our modern'

'introduction to the iranian metaphysical explorations'

June 1st, 2020 - what do the occult sciences séances with the souls of the dead and appeals to saintly powers have to do with rationality since the late nineteenth century modernizing intellectuals religious leaders and statesmen in iran have attempted to'

'occultism and new age take off in iran an interview with alireza doostdar'

May 25th, 2020 - alireza doostdar is assistant professor of islamic studies and the anthropology of religion at the university of chicago divinity school his first book is the iranian metaphysical explorations in science islam and the uncanny

'princeton university press 2018'

'alireza doostdar the iranian metaphysicals explorations'

May 8th, 2020 - winner of the middle east studies association ' s 2018 albert hourani book award alireza doostdar ' s the iranian metaphysical explorations in science islam and the uncanny princeton university press 2018 is a mesmerizing study of discourses and practices surrounding the occult sciences or metaphysicals in contemporary iran thoroughly disrupting the mono association'

'the iranian metaphysicals explorations in science islam'

May 6th, 2020 - the iranian metaphysical explorations in science islam and the uncanny in the previously article gt next article already a subscriber or member open this document not yet a subscriber or member subscribe or join here access to this document requires a subscription or membership'

'the intimate republic piety and objectification in an islamic state'

April 25th, 2020 - the intimate republic piety and objectification in an islamic state alireza doostdar is assistant professor of islamic studies and the anthropology of religion at the university of chicago his first book the iranian metaphysical explorations in science islam and the uncanny is there are many ways to think conceptually about an islamic'

'the iranian metaphysical explorations in science islam'

May 3rd, 2020 - alireza doostdar is assistant professor of islamic studies and the anthropology of religion at the university of chicago divinity school he is the author of the iranian metaphysical explorations in science islam and the uncanny princeton university press 2018''

'iran archives maydan'

May 29th, 2020 - book talk alireza doostdar the iranian metaphysical explorations in science island and the uncanny princeton university press 2018 alireza doostdar is assistant professor of islamic studies and the anthropology of religion at the'

' the iranian metaphysical explorations in science islam'
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June 2nd, 2020 - New from Princeton University Press, the Iranian Metaphysicals: Explorations in Science, Islam, and the Uncanny by Alireza Doostdar about the book from the publisher what do the occult sciences séances with the souls of the dead and appeals to saintly powers have to do with rationality?" review the iranian metaphysicals explorations in science
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June 5th, 2020 - In His Book The Iranian Metaphysicals: Explorations in Science, Islam, and the Uncanny, Islamic Studies Scholar Alireza Doostdar writes that Secularizing Officials and Intellectuals in Iran Of'